Dear MULTIPLEX-Fans,
A warm welcome to the May issue of our newsletter for 2016. In addition to a
number of new products in the fields of RC boats and cars, there has already
been some action in the competition scene at this early stage in the season. Our
team pilots have been busy proving their skills with a very wide range of RC
models, at the same time demonstrating just how well MULTIPLEX / HiTEC
products cut the mustard. We hope you enjoy this newsletter!

New MULTIPLEX products available in model shops right now!
Be part of the team!

Just in time for the start of the 2016 model flying season we are introducing
these new MULTIPLEX shirts, made of pleasant jersey fabric. Printed on all sides,
the MPX shirt creates a great Team Pilot look. All the usual sizes from XS to 4XL
are available right now at a price of 14.90 €. MULTIPLEX - for real pleasure in
modelling!
MPX shirt 2016 black, size XS

# 85 2940

14.90 €*

MPX shirt 2016 black, size S

# 85 2941

14.90 €*

MPX shirt 2016 black, size M

# 85 2942

14.90 €*

MPX shirt 2016 black, size L

# 85 2943

14.90 €*

MPX shirt 2016 black, size XL

# 85 2944

14.90 €*

MPX shirt 2016 black, size 2XL

# 85 2945

14.90 €*

MPX shirt 2016 black, size 3XL

# 85 2946

14.90 €*

MPX shirt 2016 black, size 4XL

# 85 2947

14.90 €*

New ROXXY products available in model shops right now!
ROXXY® ROXXAR 20A

Speed controller for model cars and boats fitted with 540-size standard and
“tuning” motors with 20 A = from 16 turns.

-

Forwards, neutral, dynamic brake, reverse
Motor current up to 20A
BEC 5V, max. 2-3 servos
41x47x26mm; 63g
Power-on protection, excess temperature protection
Low voltage power off

Typ: Motor Controller for brush motors
Functions: Forwards, neutral, dynamic brake, reverse
Operating voltage: 6 - 7 NC/NiMH
Motor current: 20A
BEC: 5V, max. 2-3 Servos
Connector system: 2,5mm² Tamiya
Safety Functions: aps, Rx-Filter, PCO, POR, hec 1 kHz, TP
Dimensions: 41 mm x 47 mm x 26 mm
Weight: 63g
ROXXY® ROXXAR 20A
# 31 8619

ROXXY® ROXXOO 35WP

34.90 €*

Speed controller for model cars and boats fitted with 540-size standard and
“tuning” motors with 35 A = from 12 turns, 25 A = from 15 turns, 20 A = from
16 turns.
-

Forwards, neutral, dynamic brake, reverse
Motor current up to 35A
BEC 5V, max. 2-3 servos
37x45x25mm; 60g
Power-on protection, excess temperature protection
Low voltage power off
Splashproof

Typ: Motor Controller for brush motors
Functions: Forwards, neutral, dynamic brake, reverse
Operating voltage: 5-10 NC NiMH or 6 V/12 V lead/acid
Motor current: 35A
BEC: 5V, max. 2-3 Servos
Connector system: 2,5mm² Tamiya
Dimensions: 37 mm x 45 mm x 25 mm
Weight: 60g
ROXXY® ROXXOO 35WP
# 31 8402

ROXXY® NAVY 700

47.90 €*

The ROXXY Navy Control 700 will not let you down!
ROXXY speed controller: forward - stop - reverse for standard brushed motors
of the 500 to 700 size. Also suitable for multi-motor systems and highperformance power systems. Operating voltage range 6 to 28 Volt (6 to 24 V for
lead-acid batteries). The extremely large heat-sink permits continuous load
currents of up to 40 Ampere. The Navy Control 700 is of splashproof
construction.
Typ: Motor Controller für brushed motors. Suitable for 500- to 700-size motors
Functions: Forward/stop/reverse
Operating voltage: 6-18 NC/NiMH, 6-24V lead acid
Motor current: 40A
Short time current: 70A
Safety Functions: OPTO, RX-Filter, PCO, POR, hec 1 kHz, TP, WP
Dimensions: 75 x 67 x 39 mm
Weight: 231g
ROXXY® NAVY 700

# 31 8616

79.90 €*

Reader's choice - FlugModell magazine

No fewer than two MULTIPLEX ELAPOR® models won first place in the Readers’
Choice “Model of the Year” awards run by “FlugModell” RC magazine.
1st place in the Power Model category:
1st place in the Electric Glider category:

ROCKSTAR
HERON

Thanks to all you readers of the magazine for your faith in our products.

And our heartfelt thanks to the Editors of Flugmodell too - for presenting us with
two awards!

Join us in celebrating the ROCKSTAR!

Model of the Year - special offer
KIT ROCKSTAR

# 21 4278

174.90 €* instead of 199.90 €*

RR ROCKSTAR
# 26 4278
339.90 €* instead of 389.90 €*
For a limited period; only while stocks last!

This month’s tip
Maximum comfort when flying

The MULTIPLEX Team neckstrap pad makes a significant difference to your
comfort when flying. With hook-and-loop attachment, fits the PROFI transmitter
strap.
Neckstrap pad

# 8 5641

17.90 €*

Transmitter neckstrap

# 8 5711

34.90 €*

Magazine reviews
FUNCUB XL
“The FunCub has grown up. In the XL version it is transformed from a carefree,
lightweight fun machine into an extremely versatile aircraft which demands to
be taken seriously. The spectrum of applications ranges from aero-tow via
freight-drop and parachute release right up to aerobatics.”
Conrad Club magazine CMC actuell 02/2016

COCKPIT SX 7 / 9
“Well-deserved praise is due to MULTIPLEX for the transmitter’s full-colour
touch-screen, integral telemetry function and speech output. The COCKPIT SX
software features a large number of functions (…) In practical use the
outstanding features of this mid-range radio control system are its extensive
fittings and - both in terms of ergonomics and visual appearance - first-class
design. Once you’ve held the transmitter in your hands, you find that you don’t
want to put it down again - and with an operating time of almost 24 hours even
that’s no problem.”
RC Heliaction 5/2016

COCKPIT SX 7 / 9
“In my opinion the COCKPIT SX 7 / 9 is currently the easiest transmitter to
operate that I’ve encountered. Anyone who can manage a smartphone and is
conversant with the usual model flying terminology can swiftly set up the
functions on offer. The familiarisation time is extremely short. The only limits
are those set by the software and the pre-programmed mixer functions.
Provided that the available range of mixers meets your needs, and you don’t
require any free mixer functions, you will find the COCKPIT SX 7 / 9 a splendid
transmitter with first-class hardware, and what’s more: it’s all “Made in
Germany”. We can look forward to seeing what new functions MULTIPLEX will be
able to offer via the Update system in the course of time."
Conrad Club magazine CMC actuell 02/2016

MULTIflight PC flight simulator
“The MULTIPLEX MULTIflight flight simulator, in conjunction with the M-LINK
MULTIflight USB stick, provides a low-cost means of test-flying current
MULTIPLEX models as well as learning the basic skills of model flying. The
proven engine from the REFLEX XTR program provides convincingly realistic
flight physics. If you would like to fly more models at new flying fields, you will
need to update to the Plus version, for which you have to pay. The hardware
requirements are modest, and should be satisfied by any reasonably up-to-date
PC. The outstanding features of the MULTIflight simulator are its successful
representation of model flying characteristics. The combination of MULTIflight
stick and a MULTIPLEX M-LINK transmitter is simply ideal. Plug and Fly!”
Conrad Club magazine CMC actuell 02/2016

Great success for MULTIPLEX / HiTEC team pilots
Youth Champion with the PROFI TX

Last weekend MULTIPLEX team pilot Markus Janzer managed to nab first place
in the F5J class at the Swabian Youth Championships. Hats off to you, Markus!

MULTIPLEX wins the French Trophy

At the French Trophy RC racing boat competition, held at Metz, Sebastian
VIDÉMONT took an excellent top place on the podium.
Second place was won by Alexander Koklanakis, who stepped up to the start
line for the first time with his new MULTIPLEX Cockpit SX 9.
Alexander’s comment on his new Cockpit SX 9: “It’s amazing how well the new
transmitter fits the hands - it’s a real advantage!”

Victory in the FSR-V race at Dessau-Roßlau

The first International FSR-V race in 2016 turned out very well for the
MULTIPLEX Team skipper Winfried Ott.
Winfried Ott:
1st place, FSR-V 7.5 cc “with a lead of four laps, thanks to Novarossi and

Multiplex Royal”
Warmest congratulations! MULTIPLEX M-LINK - system for winners!
Best wishes
Team MULTIPLEX
* Recommended Retail Price in € incl. VAT
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